You may have heard of Publons....

The University of Queensland Publons Profile

- **85** Reviewers
- **1028** Reviews
- **3078** Merit points
- **6th** on the leaderboard
UQ - Publons Pilot Integration Partnership

• UQ will be the first university in the world to integrate Publons data into author metrics
• Pilot announced by Publons on 2 October 2015, during Peer Review Week
• Project officially approved at UQ on 29 October 2015 and development work begun

Stage 1: Get Publons identifiers and link them to UQ eSpace, create badges to link out to Publons profiles
Stage 2: Full API data capture, UQ Tiered Journal matching + UQ data visualisations
Integrating Publons Identifiers into UQ eSpace

UQ Researcher Identifiers

Researcher Identifiers are unique codes to help differentiate between researchers with the same or similar name and ensure that you are getting credit for all of your work.

Here you can easily create and connect research identifiers with the most commonly recognised tools in the scholarly community and connect this identifier to your profile at UQ.
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Capturing and Visualising Publons Data for UQ
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Queries are welcome.....
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